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 This paper defines a level for the structures so that the main components and structural 
of it not to be transformed into the plastic phase after the seismic process and to be re-

exploited at least. There are different options, on the base of the condition of the 

structure, to achieve this goal which is justified economically as well as technically. 
Using the new braced system is a model in which using the bracing materials capacity 

in inelastic region that the behavior of the materials are non-linear, it is possible to 

create conditions that the materials of structure frame to preserve the stability of 
elasticity of its own. In this paper the steel structures with a two- storey bending frame, 

in which braced knees have been used, are discussed. Then, it analyzes the strength of 

structures against earthquake and cyclic loads to design proper and optimum structure 
with appropriate parameters to bracing knee and the other components of bending 

frame. The method of research is based on non-linear limited components of ABAQUS 
6.11.1 in software environment. The method used in this software environment was 

confirmed through the laboratory results. This paper studied the parametric and 

numerical results based on confirmed limited non-linear components. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 In designing steel structures resistant to earthquake using the systems of Moment Resisting Frames (MRF), 

Convergent Bracing Frames (CBF) and Divergent Bracing Frames (EBF) is very common. Moment resisting 

frames have appropriate ductility, but they have less lateral hardness. Convergent Bracing Frames have a proper 

behavior against earthquake with respect to hardness, resistance, and controlling lateral displacements in the 

linear area, but in the non-linear area for lateral hardness of bracings, there is a lower attraction of energy and at 

the result they have less ductility. In the divergent bracing frames, diagonal member in the form of output shaft 

will be joining to floor beam. In the place of joining the beam and pillar and bracing a little eccentricity will be 

the result so that the connecting beams to be able to tolerate the great deformities and to act like ductile fuse. By 

yielding the connector beam because of earthquake loads, a considerable destruction to the floor will occur and 

as this member is considered as one main structural member, repairing the structure will be difficult. This issue 

increases tendency to finding new systems resistant to earthquake with more appropriate behavior with respect 

to ductility and lateral hardness [1,2]. 

 One of the new and applicable systems that dates back to 2 decades ago and today is the case for different 

studies is bracing knee. This type of bracing for the first time was introduced by Ochoa in 1986 and then 

underwent many studies and used in the new structures [3]. This system does not have aforementioned problems 

for previous systems and has an appropriate behavior against dynamic loads like earthquake. In this system the 

duty of supplying lateral hardness has been responsibility of diagonal bracing that at least one end of it instead 

of connecting to the crossing point of beam and pillar is connected to a knee member and the two ends of this 

knee member is connected to the beam and pillar.  

 

Purpose and innovations of the study:  

 In this study we try to define a level for structures, so that after earthquake the main and structural 

components not to enter plastic fuse and be able to be reproductive. For this reason, the steel structures with 

moment frame are considered in which the bracing knee is used for, then by analyzing structures against 
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earthquake we tried offer a proper design and optimal for the structure considering appropriate parameters for 

bracing knee and other structural members of bending or moment frame. 

 In this study we analyze a new system from bracing knee that its main difference with other types of 

bracing knees occur in omitting the diagonal member. The understudy system is a new generation of bracing 

knees that provides possibility for creating four plastic joint in every bracing spring. In this system the diagonal 

member of omitted bracing and instead a knee member in the place of connecting the beam is used to each of 

the pillars. In these frames the plastic joints in the two ends of beam are formed and according to this concept 

non-linear behavior is limited to considerable members. Purpose of this study is decreasing the relative 

displacement of structures in lateral loading with help of bracing knee system. 

 

Methodology:  

 In this study sing numerical modeling limited components of structure in the physical non-linear fuse and in 

the software environment non-linear limited elements ABAQUS6.11.1 analysis of the structure under cycling 

loads is discussed. In this modeling tried to consider connections of beams and pillars as continuous not to 

consider the impact joints and to provide fixity of connections. At first by using the result of the laboratory work 

in the reference [4] that was related to the experiment of a two-story steel frame is under cycling loads, and the 

correctness of the result of the applied method in the software environment of limited components underwent 

measurement. After approval of the applied method using the same method some modeling are considered in 

this this research that were analyzed.  

 

Review of related literature:  

 In designing the steel structures resistant against earthquake, using the systems of moment resisting frames, 

convergent bracing frames, and divergent bracing frames are very common. Moment resisting frames have 

appropriate ductility but they have less lateral hardness. Convergent resisting frames have appropriate behavior 

with respect to hardness, resistance and controlling lateral displacements in the linear area, but in the non-linear 

area for lateral hardness bracing, have less ability for attracting energy and consequently they have less ductility. 

In the frames with divergent bracing, the diagonal member in the form of output shaft will be connected to the 

floor beam. In the place of connecting beam, pillar, and bracing a little decentralization may occur so that the 

connecting beam have the ability to tolerate great deformities and to act like a ductile fuse. By yielding the 

connecting beam because of earthquake loads, a serious damage will be pressed on the floor and as this member 

is considered as a main structural member, repairing of structure also will be difficult. This issue increases 

intention for finding new systems resistant against earthquake with more proper behavior respecting ductility 

and lateral hardness [1,2]. One of the new and effective systems that its longevity is about two decades today 

has taken different researches and it is bracing knee. This type of bracing for the first time was introduced by 

Ochoa in 1986 and then underwent many studies and used in the new structures [3]. This system does not have 

previous problems for previous systems and has an appropriate behavior against dynamic loads like earthquake. 

In this system, the duty of supplying lateral hardness has been responsibility of diagonal bracing that at least one 

end of it instead of connecting to the crossing point of beam and pillar is connected to a knee member and the 

two ends of this knee member is connected to the beam and pillar. 

 In fact by operation of bracing force to this member, three plastic joint in the two ends and place of its joint 

to the bracing was formed and resulted in attraction and depreciation of the earthquake energy.  As in this 

suggestive system the diagonal bracings are not designed for lack of buckling, its behavior under reciprocating 

load is very similar to the behavior of cross bracing or convergent system and the curve of its hysteresis 

behavior was irregular and instable and the pure surface under the curve will be decreased, therefore is not able 

to attract a great deal of energy. For this reason in completing this system it was suggested to design a bracing 

member for lack of buckling and yielding like divergent bracing. In this way it is possible to just use one 

member of bracing. In 1986 a consulter advisor called Aristizabal-Ochoa introduced a new system entitled as 

“interchangeable bracing knee” to the society of engineering and building industry [3].   

 Balendra faculty member of Singapore University in 1990 suggested another type of bracing knee. In this 

type of bracing the diagonal member for supplying hardness of system is used, while the knee member by 

flowing in the severe earthquakes provides necessary ductility and prevents buckling of the diagonal member, in 

this way hardness and ductility will be provided for the structure together [4].  

 In 2000 masoud Mofid and Payman Khosrawi in an article entitled as “Non-linear analysis of disposable 

knee bracing” analyzing the linear behavior of system offered the form and appropriate degree for the bracing 

member. Then by means of a design on the basis of graphs and main diagrams the dynamic behavior of this 

model was described. Finally the correctness of the results was approved by solving a digital or numerical 

example [5]. 

 In 2005 Huang, Zhen, Qing-song Li, and Long-zhu Chen in an article entitled as "Elastoplastic analysis of 

knee bracing frame" for specifying relationship between the seismic role of bracing and structure parameters to 
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non-linear analysis of structure with knee bracing using the method of limited elements. Finally suggestions for 

general designing were offered according to the result of analyses.  

 The most important of these results are offered here shortly. Place and hardness of bracing is one of the 

important factors of attracting energy by means of frame or knee bracing that has an important influence in the 

method of behavior and attracting energy by means of this system. Anyway the structure should have 

appropriate hardness and should benefit an excellent flexibility in order to at the time of severe earthquake the 

bracing member like a fuse prevent damaging the other members of structure. The connecting member between 

beam and pillar in the bracing should be designed according to the equation Pcr>γPk , otherwise there are many 

stages or crosses that can be used in this place that result in wasting materials and has no impact on improving 

performance of system. Also beam and pillar as the main members of frame have a great deal of influence in the 

horizontal behavior of bracing frame that meantime changing in the pillar section rather than beam section 

improves the behavior of system to a great extent [6].  

 In 2009 Mina naeimi and Majid Bozorg in an article entitled as “Seismic Performance of Knee Braced 

Frame” by doing static linear and non-linear analysis on several types of knee based frames analyzed the seismic 

behavior of this system for controlling vulnerability in the structures. The seismic parameters and mechanism of 

the joints of plastic frames were analyzed by non-linear analysis. Result of this analysis is as follow:  

 In the system of knee bracing frame diagonally bracing members provide a main part of lateral elastic 

hardness in the place of connecting to the beams and pillars. Knee members prevent destruction of structure 

against sever seismic loads by means of attraction and wasting energy in the flowing sections. The below area is 

diagram of force-displacement in the knee braced frame system and represents the attraction capacity and 

wastage of energy [7]. In 2010 Sotat et al in an article entitled as “Seismic Design and Behavior of Ductile 

Knee-Braced Moment Frames” designed and analyzed flexible behavior of knee bracing moment frame. This 

system is a new generation of knee bracing, that 4 plastic joints can be existed in. In this system the diagonal 

member is omitted and instead the two knee members are used in the place of connecting the beam to the pillar. 

Designing of this structural system is based on designing capacity. In these structures frames with flowing knee 

bracing that are able to be bucking are considered against seismic loads that plastic joints are formed in the two 

ends of the beam section and considered so that based on this concept non-linear behavior is limited to 

considerable members. The knee bracing has less hardness than the used bracing in the common systems, that 

this subject more considers structures with respect to architecture. In this article the result of experimental 

studies on seismic behavior the two samples with approximately 50% of this system is offered, that the result of 

load-transformation of the tests shows that the new system of knee bracing can be an appropriate replacement 

for common structural systems.  In 2011 Farzan Namvari and Panah Zarfam in an article entitled as “Seismic 

Behavior Evaluation of Semi-Rigid Steel Frames with Knee Bracing by Modal Pushover Analysis (MPA)” 

studied the effect of knee bracing and degree of joint’s rigidity in the seismic behavior of frames with modal 

pushover analysis that is considered an approximate model and comparing its result with non-linear analysis of 

the time history that is considered as a precise method were dealt with for several frames with stable opening 

and different heights. The most important result of this study that is closely related to knee bracing is discussed 

below:  

 Shearing the base of frames and decreasing of rigidity will be decreased in the joints. Ductility of frames 

will be increased by decreasing of rigidity in the joints. According to decreasing of the base shear and increasing 

of ductility in the semi-rigid knee bracing frames we can say that non-linear behavior of frames and 

displacement of stories will be improved on the basis of allowed regulations. The main period of frames will be 

increased by decreasing rigidity of joints and increasing the height of frames. The first plastic joint at the time of 

entering frame in the non-linear fuse occurs in the knee member and like a fuse prevents damaging beams and 

pillars. And for interchangeability this type of bracings is suitable economically [9]. 

 In an analytical study the seismic behavior of knee bracing frames was performed by Zahraei and Jalali 

[10]. In this article the role of knee bracing as one hysteretic damper was dealt with. Practically it deals with this 

subject that the bracing knee section acts like a fuse and by entering into inelastic section is controlled by means 

of primary designing and prevents entering of the other members of frame structure to inelastic fuse and causes 

that these members to remain in the elastic area after imposing the seismic load. In this study by analyzing 

double knee bracing frame in the state of seismic load in the environment of limited elements resulted in this 

fact that double knee bracing frame in the state of the seismic load is weak in comparison to knee bracing frame. 

Also, knee bracing (KBF) has a high efficiency in the joint frames. The entire stages of this study performed on 

the entire one story frames and according to the analyzing hysteresis curves using cyclic loads that in the present 

study this application will be applied on double frames. The impact of height on behavior coefficient knee 

bracing frames in the study of Amirabadi in the M.A. thesis [11] was analyzed. This study is performed on the 

basis of this problem that moment resisting frame system and bracing system with concentric bracing are 

systems that are used frequently in the in the building projects, but none of these systems supply the need for 

hardness and ductility at the same time. In this study the knee bracing system is suggested and analyzed as a 

solution for this problem. Lateral hardening is supplied by diagonal member and ductility can be achieved by 
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means of knee flowing that bracing is attached to its center. Therefore, knee bracing like a fuse prevents 

buckling of diagonal member and prevents flowing of frame structure members. In this study the behavior of 

knee bracing system with different dimensions was studied after El Centro earthquake and the method of this 

study was so that by different changes the influential earthquake effect resulted in the entire ductility of the 

structure. By means of earthquake coefficient once non-linear analysis and the other time linear analysis was 

performed and using the role of the basic shear from linear analysis to base shear to non-linear analysis of 

structure the capacity of knee bracing is calculated.  

 Introducing the possibility of using knee bracing in reinforcing steel structures with special moment frame 

is studied in an article by Nori and Naseri [12]. In this article non-linear behavior of building and special 

moment frame was analyzed. These samples were in the form of 3, 5, and 7 stories and on the basis of 

regulation conditions of 2800 (second edition) were designed.  For evaluation and seismic reinforcing of 

samples non-linear static analysis and the method of capacity spectrum that were offered in principle ATC-40 

were used. The result of non-linear static analysis on aforementioned samples showed that such buildings are 

not in line with regulations of 2800 (version three) tolerating the earthquakes, and reinforcing such structures is 

necessary. To reinforce such structures knee bracing is used. Result showed that using such bracing not only 

increases lateral hardening of these structures, but also increases from 20 to 90% the energy dissipation capacity 

that represents their ductility. Also among knees with different lengths the shorter knee increases hardness to 

2.5times and ductility from 10 to 25 times. Non-linear behavior of frames based on knee bracing system affected 

by earthquake in an article was analyzed by Daneshjoo and Asgari [13]. In this article, the effect of engineering 

parameters and features of members was analyzed on elastic lateral hardness of KBF and for the first time the 

appropriate area for engineering parameters was specified that are effective in supplying necessary hardness for 

the system. Then the seismic behavior is a type of knee bracing frame and the role of affective parameters on 

non-linear dynamic behavior affected by Naghan earthquakes and Elsentero were introduced and evaluated and 

compared with the seismic behavior concentered systems(CBF) and eccentric (EBF). Result showed that frames 

of TKBF with respect to control lateral displacements and the method of forming plastic joints and mechanism 

and displacement of vertical floor beams have more appropriate seismic behavior and therefore they provide 

more appropriate hardness and ductility altogether.  Introducing the knee bracing frames under lateral load was 

studied by Mirghaderi et al [14]. In this study this issue was dealt with that in the knee bracing frames, one end 

of diagonal bracing is connected to the knee diagonal member and the main part of lateral hardness is supplied 

by means of diagonal bracing. While shear yielding (or bending) of the knee member provides the required 

ductility for the frame, and in fact the knee diagonal bracing acts like a hysteresis damper and by accepting the 

controlled non-elastic deformities while seismic energy dissipation prevents entering the other members of 

frame to non-elastic area. In this article the effect of different structural parameters is analyzed using the 

analytical method of non-linear area components. In addition, mathematical models for estimating inelastic 

hardness of frame are offered. Result of this study showed that while damper of concrete and metal structures is 

lower than 5%, the maximum ratio viscose damper is equal to bracing frame with knee elements that reaches to 

30%. Also, these frames have appropriate cyclic behavior without thinning in hysteresis cycling and they are 

able amortize a considerable section of earthquake energy without considerable decreasing of hardness and 

resistance.  

 Omidi [15] also in his article entitled as “using knee bracing system in the steel frames” studied the fuse-

like performance of knee bracing in steel frames and also the rate of simplicity and economical aspect of 

repairing steel frames applying such bracings. In the mentioned study the seismic elastoplastic analysis of 

structure resulted in total understanding of structural parameters and resulted in the two results. The first one is 

that position and knee hardness are the most influential factors on lateral resistance of KBF. Second is that as 

the main members of frame, beams and pillars have a great impact on lateral behavior of KBF and also the 

changing level of the pillar section to changing the beam section level would have greater impact. Hejazi, 

Memar Zadeh, Mohamadian [16] in their study analyzed the effect of length and position of knee elements on 

structure behavior of bracing steel frames with knee bracing in comparison to cross bracing frames. In this study 

it is indicated that optimal designing of steel frames that are resistant against lateral loads causes that hardness 

and ductility of structure to be in line with economical necessities. The common systems of metal frames such 

as moment frame or concentric bracing cannot supply both needs that are hardness and ductility. For this reason, 

one of the obviating ways of this problem is usage of knee bracing in steel frames, that as mentioned previously 

usage of inelastic moment and shear capacity of such bracing results in supplying hardness and ductility of 

structure that finally causes economic advantages in manufacturing such frames. In this study to analyze the 

effects of length and position of knee elements on hardness and ductility of metal frames, a number of two 

dimensional frames with three openings with number of different stores underwent physical dynamic analysis. 

Result of these non-linear analyses was compared to the result of the same analyses on cross bracing frame.  

 Amini et al [17] studied resisting steel frames with knee bracing by means of active control. In this way one 

8 floor building with knee bracing was modeled and after analysis and designing members they underwent the 

effect of Alsentro time history that is dynamic analysis. Then by appointing the driving force in diagonal 
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members of knee bracing in each floor, the pole allocation algorithm is used for calculating necessary forces to 

control displacement of the stated stores of structure. The entire stages are formed assuming linear aspect of 

transformations. After doing several stages of trial and error, displacement of stores is controlled, but it is 

observed that the values of control forces is basic and the need for application in the diagonal members is more 

than tolerating amounts for such members. Application of pushover analysis in seismic estimation of steel 

structures performed in a study by Daneshjoo and Ghavami Masooleh [18] and analyzing damages to steel 

moment frames that is mentioned in comparison to the study of Habibi and Omidvar [19]. In this study it is tried 

to specify a limit for knee elements for two store frames not to enter the other members of the main structure 

members in to non-elastic fuse.  

 

Result:  

Modeling of limited elements and Validation:  

 In this study modeling of limited elements and validations of results using software environment of limited 

elements Abaqus 6.6.11.1 formed.  

 In this chapter the correctness of the applied method in the limited elements and types of applied elements 

is measured using the results of experimental studies and after approving them this method of limited elements 

are used by means of the results of laboratory studies and after their approval this method of limited elements is 

used by means of the results of parametric studies of knee bracing two-floor frames and appropriate number of 

elements in the process of doing this study, result of the limited component method with result of laboratory 

activities are in one direction and difference between these two issues are analyzed with each other.  

 

The used experiment:  

 For studying knee bracing frame performance in the multi-store buildings, one two floor frame with knee 

bracing system is designed like figure 1 and appointed under lateral cyclic loads that could be created by semi-

dynamic driving. This experiment is offered based on the article in the reference [4]. This frame represents a 

building frame with 1:2 scale that the ratio of height to width is 2 to 3. Behavior of the performed experiment on 

the stated frame is in line with seismic deriving by earthquake. Beams and pillars of this frame from warm I 

shaped rolled profiles and diagonal bracing members is composed of the two U shaped profile that are placed 

side by side with 16 millimeter that its details are indicated in figure 1 and table 1. As it is obvious in the figure 

1, joints between knees and bracing diagonal member and joints between knees with beams and pillars by steel 

sheets id form end that their details is represented in the same figure.   

 
Table 1: details of applied profiles in the experimental frame. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1: the experimented two-store knee bracing frame 
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Description of the applied limited elements method:  

 The applied limited elements method in this research in the software environment of research with limited 

elements of ABAQUs6.11 is performed. Analyses related to this research are non-linear physical and deflections 

are not large deflections. Modeling of the entire members is in the form of thin walled structure shields that are 

on the basis of flat elasticity [20]. 

 

The structure geometry modeling:  

 As mentioned in the introduction of this section, the entire members of this model are modeled as thin 

walled modeling that their geometrical features is represented in the table 1 and more precise details are 

presented in the reference [4]. For precise modeling of this steel frame, the entire elements such as beams, 

pillars, knees, sheets and diagonal members that are modeled separately were assembled by software. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: the modeled beam in the ABAQUS environment. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: the modeled pillar in the ABAQUS environment. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: the modeled diagonal member in the ABAQUS environment. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: the modeled knee in the ABAQUS environment. 

  

 Figure 2,3,4, and 5 respectively represents one beam, pillar, diagonal bracing member, and finally one 

sample of knee elements in the reference experiment [4], that in the modules part is modeled in the ABAQUS 
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environment. In the assembly part and formation of complete frame each of these samples are copied as much as 

they are needed and used in the assembly of devices.  

 

Modeling mechanical features of materials (steel): 

 In the next stage it is necessary to allocate the elastic and plastic features of steel to each of these elements. 

For this reason in the material modules in the ABAQUS environment is used and these features are allocated to 

each of these elements. The elastic features of materials includes elasticity module and poason coefficient that in 

this study respectively are 200 Giga Pascal and 0.3. The special weight of steel is 7800 Kg/cm
3 

[4]. The 

considerable point is that each feature of elastic and plastic of materials in the software environment of limited 

elements separately are introduced to the software. It means that in defining the mechanical features of 

materials, in the material section these cases should be defined separately. Therefore, after geometrical modeling 

of structure devices it is the time for defining mechanical features of materials. Therefore in the module of 

material a new part should be selected for defining elastic features of materials in the part related to the elasticity 

of materials.  

 Non-linear modeling methods of materials: non-linear behavior of materials happens when relationship 

between tension and strain became non-linear. In other words tension is a nonlinear function of strain. This 

relationship depends on path, so that the value of tension depends on the history of strain and the amount of 

strain. Program of ABAQUS 6.11.1 different groups from non-linear behaviors of materials is considered that 

the two important factors among them are:  

1. Plasticity independent from speed 

2. Plasticity dependent from speed 

 In this research modeling on the basis of plasticity is independent from speed, this type of materials are 

specified for irrevocable strains that are specified by reaching tension to aa specific level. It is assumed that 

plastic strains are distributed immediately and independent from time. The most important item for plastic 

modeling of materials that are productive are [20, 21]:  

1. Two linear kinematic hardening  

2. Multi linear kinematic hardening  

3. Non-linear kinematic hardening  

4. Two linear Isotropic hardening  

5. Multi linear Isotropic hardening 

 Plasticity offers mathematical relations that can simulate elastoplastic responses of materials. In theory 

plasticity is independent from speed; there are three main components that are: Yield criterion, flow rule, 

hardening rule.  

 Yield criterion represents the rate of tension that yielding occurs in. For multi-directional tensions this 

criteria is used as a function of tension components that is called equivalent tension [21]: 

4-1 

})({ fe   

 That }{  is the tension vector. When the equivalent tension is equal to tension of yielding materials y  

[21]: 

4-1 

yf  })({  

 Then plastic strain occurs on materials. If e  is less than y  then materials have elastic behaviors and 

distribution of tensions will be elastic on the basis of relationships of tension-strain. The amount of equivalent 

tension never can exceed from yielding tension and instead plastic strains are developed immediately. The law 

of hardening describes the rate of changing in the level of progressive yielding. By help of this law it is possible 

to estimate conditions of tension at the time of continuous yielding. The two laws of hardening are in hand that 

are work hardening and kinematic hardening. In work hardening the center of the level of yielding is stable and 

its shape can be developed by increasing plastic strain. For materials with plastic isotropic behavior this type of 

hardening is called isotropic hardening. Conversely kinematic hardening supposes that by progressive yielding 

the level of flowing will remain stable but its place will be replaced in the tension space [20, 21]. The two linear 

kinematic hardening supposes that the area of changing equivalent tension is y2 . This item for simulating 

materials with small strain is suggested by criterion of yielding Phone-Misses that is applicable in most of the 

metals. These materials for applications with great strains are not suggested. It is possible to use this non-linear 

item with items of creeping and the model of non-isotropic and more complicated behavioral models should be 

simulated [20, 21]. As two linear kinematic modeling is used for most of the metals and is applicable at the state 

of small strains and applicable materials in this research is steel that is a relatively ideal metal and the issue is 

not of great deflections, it is possible to use this method for modeling the plastic section of materials.  
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 Then the modeling process of metal behavior as the seismic response of structure is considered, the specific 

weight of the applicable materials should be introduced to the software that by using it and having the 

geometrical model of structure the weight of structure should be calculated and in doing dynamic analysis that 

the section of inertia forces depends on the weight of structure uses it. Therefore, in the item that elastic and 

plastic features of materials were introduced to the software, in the general part the specific weight of materials 

that is 7800 kg/cm2 on the basis of Kg/m3 (the base unit in the software) should be entered in the density part. 

Therefore, the weight of materials can be introduced to the software.  

 When mechanical features of materials were introduced now the thin walled sections with applicable 

thicknesses should be created in this structure and each of these sections should be allocated to considerable 

members. For example for the wing of the knee member, at first in the material module in the define section part 

a section of shell group is made that its thickness is the same thickness of the knee wing, then this section is 

allocated to the knee wing member by assign item. Therefore the place of knee is allocated and therefore the 

knee member will be made using metal material with plastic features.  

 Other members are allocated accordingly. The considerable point is that if in the structure there are 

materials that are different from steel, accordingly it is possible to allocate materials to it. Then, when the sort of 

material was allocated to the models of manufactured devices in the module part, it is ready for assembly. 

Therefore, the assembly module is used and manufactured devices are assembled. Below the assembled frame 

that is ready for inauguration is observable.  

 

The applied analyses using limited elements:  

 In this study the two analyses are used. One is non-linear hysteresis semi-dynamic analysis under cyclic 

lateral load and the other is non-linear static analysis of pushover load. To achieve in each of the stated curves a 

specific method in the ABAQUS should be applied.  

 

Hysteresis analysis:  

 To do this analysis at first in the module step from non-linear analysis item static general should be 

selected.  

 

 
 

Fig. 6: static general non-linear analysis (static general). 

 

 In the right section of the stated figure by activating the “on” item the conditions of non-linear 

consideration of structure whether physical (material) or geometrical (great deflections) in the network will be 

activated. Then by considering 100 increasing stage, analysis will be continued. Then the border conditions 

should be applied. Therefore, the freedom degrees of pillars in the entire directions should be closed to supply 

the fixed supporting conditions. Now the cycling load should be imposed on the entire stores in the form of 

compulsory cyclic displacements that for this reason the state of border conditions will be used. These 

displacements in the forms of what has been stated in the reference [4] they should be applied for stores.  

 After applying displacement the network of structures should be divided to more small elements. In the 

software environment the limited elements of Abaqus 6.10.1 that are used for structure analysis of in the state of 

thin wall and even thick wall, the shell elements by decreasing the integral points at the time of analysis. 

Decreasing the points of integral for omitting the effect of shear locki is used. Such hardening in a non-real form 

in elements acts in the form of deflections of elements of the vertical line on elements. In these elements after 

deflections of element of the vertical line on element it remains not vertical to middle line and imposes unreal 

shear hardening to elements. In the real state the size of angle 

 

should be 90degrees, but because in the 

modeling the limited elements and linear interpolation, this angle is less than 90 degree. As in the state that the 
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effects of transverse shear tensions are considered, this line on the middle line of the element will be vertical to 

reach at near state to reality in the software environments of limited elements Abaqus6.10.1 it is possible to use 

decreased integrals. In this state integral on the basis of information in the main guideline of software [5], the 

effects of shear hardening and calculations will be decreased considerably. In this state relatively real results by 

considering the effects of transverse shear deflections would be achieved carefully that in the rest of this article 

this result and their comparison will be measured.  

 

 
 

Fig. 7: comparing hysteresis curves of experiment and the method of limited elements in one coordinate. 

 

 As observed these two curves are close to each other with a little difference that in fact this issue approves 

the correctness of applied limited elements, the methods of modeling and applied elements.   

 

 
 

Fig. 8: comparing hysteresis from experiment and method of limited elements in one coordination. 

 

 Therefore, by comparing the experimental results and analysis of limited components for the two stores of 

this frame we can state that the entire stages of modeling structure in the software environment ABAQUS 6.11.1 

was correct and then we can trust the result of the next modeling and to continue parametric studies on specified 

structure.  

 

Result of extra load (pushover):  

 Doing pushover analysis is very close to hysteresis analysis, with this difference that such analysis of load 

is always increasing in one direction and there will be no reciprocating. The method of manufacturing the 

geometry of the model and defining the mechanical features materials and allocating them and performance of 

border line conditions like hysteresis analysis and only in selecting the type of analysis static general the Riks 

static analysis was used. In this state of analysis we can use force control or by means of using displacement 

control to do analysis that the second state is better for physical non-linear issues. Acquiring the curve of 

pushover is precisely like the curve of hysteresis. Then the curve of pushover for the first floor of the stated 

structure is achieved.   

 As it is obvious in the stated figure, the result curve by connecting maximums of every cycle loading in 

matched with pushover curve, that this issue represents the two main subjects.one I that in this structure the 

curve of pushover and Skelton curve are matching and correctness of results of the method of limited methods 

in the pushover part is approved and matched with the result of experiments. Therefore we can state that in the 

process of doing this research we can use pushover analyses as one of the main studies, because calculating 

costs of this analysis in comparison to the analysis of hysteresis is very trivial and accordingly we can do more 

parametric studies.  

  Now the load curve of this floor is compared with hysteresis curve of the same story.  
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Fig. 9: the curve of pushover for story one. 

  

 
 

Fig. 10: comparing the pushover load with hysteresis curve that is the result of experiment for story one. 
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